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T

he blockchain emerged as a novel distributed consensus scheme that allows transactions,
and any other data, to be securely stored and verified without the need of any centralized
authority. For some time, the notion of blockchain was tightly coupled with a now well-known
proof-of-work hash-based mechanism of Bitcoin. Today, there are more than a hundred alternate
blockchains: some are simple variants of Bitcoin, whereas others significantly differ in their design
as well as provide different functional and security guarantees. This shows that the research community is in search of a simple, scalable, and deployable blockchain technology. Various reports
further point to an increased interest in the use of blockchains across many applications and to
a significant investment in the development of blockchains by different industries. It is expected
that the blockchain will induce considerable change to a large number of systems and businesses.
Distributed trust and therefore security and privacy are at the core of the blockchain technologies, and have the potential to either make them a success or cause them to fail.
This special issue aims at collecting the most relevant ongoing research efforts in blockchain
security and privacy. We are very grateful to this community, especially for its vivacity and vast
participation.
The issue starts with an introductory article written by Sarah Meiklejohn, “Top Ten Obstacles
along Distributed Ledgers’ Path to Adoption,” which presents hindrances preventing the widespread adoption of the blockchain technology by the community and outlines potential avenues
of research.
In their article, “A First Look at Identity Management Schemes on the Blockchain,” Paul
Dunphy and Fabien A.P. Petitcolas discuss a number of identity management schemes based
on the blockchain and evaluate three schemes—uPort, ShoCard, and Sovrin—using a novel
framework.
In “Tyranny of the Majority: On the (Im)possibility of Correctness of Smart Contracts,”
Lin Chen and colleagues tackle the correctness of smart contracts in the blockchain. More
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specifically, they analyze consensus of smart contract
results in decentralized systems and show that the correct execution results of smart contracts are not always
accepted as consensus.
In “Blockchain Access Privacy: Challenges and
Directions,” Ryan Henry and colleagues discuss another
important problem in the blockchain: privacy. They
show that Tor offers limited privacy and illustrate the
need for research “beyond Tor” to tackle important
access privacy issues in contemporary blockchains.
“When the ‘Crypto’ in Cryptocurrencies Breaks:
Bitcoin Security under Broken Primitives,” by Ilias
Giechaskiel and colleagues, presents an analysis of the
effect of broken primitives on Bitcoin. This analysis
leads to several suggestions for the Bitcoin migration
plans and insights for other cryptocurrencies in case of
weakened cryptographic primitives.
Finally, Rachid El Bansarkhani and colleagues extend
this analysis in their article “PQChain: Strategic Design
Decisions for Distributed Ledger Technologies against
Future Threats,” suggesting paths for a secure instantiation of the blockchain protocol, taking into account the
presence of large-scale quantum computers and potential future attacks against the underlying hash functions.

W

e hope you enjoy this special issue!
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